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KARMA Motif 
Getting Started 
Revision 07-Oct-2014 © by Stephen Kay 

Prerequisites 

Please perform the steps in the “Installation and First Launch” tutorial before beginning this one. 
Note: the use of “Motif” in this document refers to all of the supported Yamaha devices: Motif XS, Motif XF, 
MOX, MOXF, Rack-XS and S70/S90 XS. The tutorial works the same for all of them. Occasionally a 
clarification will be made for the Rack-XS or S70/S90 XS (which have a Multi Mode instead of a Song Mode). 

Trying out the software 

At this point, assuming you loaded the Yamaha Data into your Yamaha device and the auto-
configuration is complete, you should be able to play the first KARMA Performance (which has 
automatically been selected). Note that a KARMA Performance is not related to a Motif Performance - 
KARMA Performances generally call up Motif Songs (or Multis for the Rack-XS or S70/S90 XS) - more on 
this later.  

• Please check that your Motif has entered Song/Multi Mode, and is 
displaying Song/Multi “1 Industrial Strength.” 

• The application displays the Real-Time Controls Editor (by 
default) in the Main Application Window. To start the 
Performance, click on Chord Trigger 1 (or press the computer 
keyboard F1 button) or click the Fill button to the right. 

• Press the return key on the computer to stop KARMA (or the Stop 
button in the upper left Toolbar). 

• You can continue to play around with the buttons and controls in 
the RTC Editor, but you may wish to read further to gain a more 
complete understanding of how it all works, and what you can do 
with it. 

Selecting Performances 

Note: after selecting a new KARMA Performance, please wait a 
few seconds to allow the Motif to fully load the Song/Multi and 
all its parameters. (In fact, KARMA will display “Please wait...” in 
the Status Area of the Main Window after selecting a new 
Performance and will not allow you to play it for several 
seconds. But the Motif may actually take a bit longer to fully 
stabilize all its settings, especially tempo-dependent delay 
effects.) 
You can select KARMA Performances in 
several different ways: 

• Select the “Bank Display” Editor at the top 
of the main window – it displays an entire 
bank of Performances (or GEs, or 
Templates – whatever is selected and 
double-clicked in the bank list to the left). 
Click on a new Performance to load it, or 
use the arrow keys.  
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• In the “Status Area”, the large title of the currently 
selected Performance is actually a popup menu 
into the current Performance Bank. Click to open 
the menu, drag and select a new Performance. 

 
 
 
 
 

• At the top of the Performance Editor are a Bank 
menu (for selecting a Performance Bank if there is 
more than one in the file) and a Performance 
menu (Perf) where you can select a Performance in 
the current bank the same way as the above 
method. 

 
 
 
• Key shortcuts: from the computer keyboard, holding down the command key on the Mac (control 

on Windows) and using the up/down arrow keys advances through the Performances in the 
current Performance bank – so cmnd+up arrow goes to the previous Performance and 
cmnd+down arrow goes to the next Performance. This works regardless of which page the main 
window is currently displaying. 

• Performances can also be selected directly from the Motif (including the Rack-XS), by enabling the 
“Select Performances Remotely – Select from Keyboard/Rack” option in the MIDI Setup (Global) 
Editor > General Page (off by default). Then, from within 
Song/Multi Mode on the Motif, selecting a new Song or 
Multi selects the corresponding Performance in the 
KARMA Software. 

About the Performances 

The term “KARMA Performance” should not be confused with a Yamaha “Performance”. In KARMA, a 
Performance is the term for a single “patch” in the KARMA software containing the settings for up to 6 
Modules, 2 Keyboard Layers, 16 Chord Triggers etc. A KARMA Performance can call up any Yamaha 
Voice, Master, Pattern, Song/Multi, or Performance – but in the included factory voicing, all KARMA 
Performances call up a corresponding Song (Multi in the Rack-XS or S70/S90 XS) – a 16 track multi-
timbral setup pre-configured to respond to the various KARMA Modules and features on different 
MIDI channels. 
All included KARMA Performances generally operate in the same way: 

• You play chords in the left hand (LH) area below a split point (usually Middle C (C3)) to provide 
input to KARMA, similar to most arranger keyboards. (You can also use the Chord Triggers, 
explained below.) Generally, simpler chords work better, as KARMA provides much of the 
harmonic complexity based on chord analysis. The LH area also generally provides some type of 
pad sound or keyboard sound to add to the overall mix, and usually this pad sound can be 
sustained with the damper pedal. 

• KARMA has 16 Chord Triggers (also referred to as pads) per Performance. You will find the Chord 
Trigger buttons in the Real-Time Controls (RTC) Editor; they can be triggered by the computer’s 
Function keys 1 to 8 and Shift-Function 1 to 8 (see the section below “About the Function Keys on 
the Mac keyboard” if yours do not seem to work. Also, choose “Keyboard Shortcuts” from KARMA 
Motif’s Help Menu to view the manual section detailing all available keyboard shortcuts.) 
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• Pads 1 to 8 generally provide eight pre-configured chords that are set up to demonstrate the idea 
behind the Performance. Each Chord Trigger stores up to eight notes and velocities (from 
anywhere on the keyboard), although generally they contain notes for the LH area. Pressing these 
are the same as playing chords on the keyboard, and give you an idea of the type of chords and 
progression the programmer had in mind – so it’s a good idea to check these out, although you 
can just dive in and play any chords you like in the LH area. Later, you can store your own chords 
on the Chord Triggers in each Performance as desired. 

• Pads 9 to 16 are generally configured to specially trigger two different Motif arp patterns, allowing 
you to add additional elements to the groove. (Some Performances may only have one arp on all 
eight, or may provide other sounds, SFX or hits – consult the Performance Notes for each 
Performance for details.) See the section “About the Motif Arps in KARMA Performances” for more 
details on this powerful feature. 

• Each Performance includes at least eight fully voiced and completely different “Scenes” (a few 
include a bonus ninth scene) – a Scene being the settings of the 16 Real-Time Controls in each of 
the seven Control Layers. Scenes provide completely different variations of the groove and 
demonstrate KARMA’s ability to radically alter the note generation parameters in real-time. See 
the section “About Scenes” for a more detailed description. 

• You can turn KARMA off (using the computer’s function key [F9] or the KARMA On/Off button in 
the RTC Editor) and play the keyboard as a regular split – for example, you could use this to play an 
intro without KARMA, then turn KARMA on and hit the Fill button to start the Performance. 

• Nearly every KARMA Performance makes use of tempo-synchronized delay effects. This is why it’s 
important to use the Motif in MIDI sync mode with KARMA sending it MIDI Clock to control the 
Motif’s tempo. Fortunately, this is auto-configured for you if you followed the instructions in the 
“Installation and First Launch” Tutorial, and you should see the word “MIDI” (XS, XF) or “EXT” (MOX, 
MOXF, S70/S90 XS) in the Tempo field of the Song/Multi (or “external” when viewing the Tempo 
Knob setting in the Rack-XS). See the section on Synchronization later in this document for more 
details if the delays ever sound “out of sync”. 

Performance Notes 

An important new feature in KARMA 3.x is the 
Performance Notes feature: this allows an individual 
external document (text, rtf, doc, pdf or html) to be 
associated with each Performance, and opened by 
the Performance Notes button or command. When 
a Performance is selected, you can easily open a 
document that explains detailed information 
about the Scenes, RT Control assignments, 
Chord Trigger assignments, Motif arp 
assignments, key zones, methods of playing, 
suggested uses and more. 
The included Performances each have a 
detailed document explaining all about the 
various settings and controllers and tips for 
using them. The documents are supplied in 
HTML format and will open in your default web browser – we chose this format and method since it is 
the most platform-independent solution, and works the same on Mac and Windows. 
However, depending on which external document editing programs you have on your computer, the 
document can be created and opened in Word, WordPad or NotePad (Windows), TextEdit (Mac), 
Acrobat Reader, your browser etc. Since the document formats can be rtf, txt or doc (among others), 
you can edit it right there and insert your own helpful comments and reminders that will be there 
each time you open it. In addition, when you create your own Performances, you can add your own 
Performance Notes document as well – just specify the path to the document inside a field in the 
Performance.  
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About the Motif Arps in KARMA Performances 

In most Performances, two different Motif arps are configured to be triggered by Chord Triggers 9 to 
12, and 13 to 16 (two groups of four). They allow two additional elements to be added to the overall 
groove in several interactive ways. The way they work in general is: 

• They use a setting named “Last Played Notes” to determine what notes will drive the arp. Rather 
than using pre-stored notes (which limits their usefulness to only the programmed chord, which 
may or may not match what you are doing, especially if you are playing your own chords on the 
keyboard), they use the last played notes from either the keyboard or a Chord Trigger. So 
whatever chord was last played, you can trigger it into a Motif arp and match what KARMA is 
presently generating. 

• Each group of four (or sometimes one group of eight) has the first Chord Trigger in the group set 
to the root scale step, so that it generates the same chord that was last played. Other Chord 
Triggers in the group then transpose the last played notes intelligently into other scale steps, so 
that you can trigger ascending or different arp patterns that relate to the last played chord 
(“Intelligent Chord Trigger Transposition”). 
In other words, let’s say you played a Cmaj triad on the keyboard, or from one of the first eight 
Chord Triggers. The first Chord Trigger in the arp group (CT 9) would send a Cmaj to the arp; the 
second CT might send a Dmin (the second scale step), the third CT might send an Emin (the third 
scale step), and so on. If you played a minor chord, the notes would be similarly intelligently 
transposed to fit the scales steps of a minor scale – you have to try it to fully understand how it 
works. You can also watch the “KARMA Motif Software – Introduction” video on karma-lab.com for 
a good visual explanation. 

• Generally, the arp Chord Triggers are set to latch – this is not the Motif arp’s latch setting, but a 
setting in the Chord Triggers – you will see the button turn on when you press it, and stay on – 
and the arp keeps running. Triggering the same button a second time turns it off. 

• Furthermore, the arp Chord Triggers can be assigned to Exclusive Groups, such that a new one 
shuts off the previous one. Typically, the four Chord Triggers in each arp group shut each other off 
- in some Performances, the two different arps shut each off; in others, they can be layered on top 
of each other. The Performance Notes for each Performance details the scale steps and various 
ways the arp Chord Triggers shut each other off. 
Additionally, the latched arp Chord Triggers can be shut off by other operations, such as a scene 
change, the end of a fill, the start of a stutter, etc. In most Performances, they have been set to turn 
off at a scene change – and note that you can select the same scene you are presently on if you 
just want them to go off without changing scenes. In some Performances, they are also set to turn 
off at the end of a fill – all of this can be individually configured from the Chord Triggers Editor for 
each Performance. 

• An especially important advantage of the Last Played Notes setting is that, once an arp is running, 
if you play a new chord on the keyboard (or one of the first eight Chord Triggers), the arp is 
automatically transposed to the new chord and keeps on playing in the new tonality. 

• At this time, if you trigger a Motif arp Chord Trigger directly on the beat, it will end up slightly late 
– this is due to the fact that the Motif and KARMA share no real synchronization other than MIDI 
Beat Clock, and the start of the arp always appears to be delayed by one MIDI clock. Hence, you 
have to slightly anticipate when triggering them (i.e. hit them early) – KARMA quantizes the 
presses so that the output of the arp ends up synchronized to the KARMA groove. This applies to 
not only the arp Chord Triggers, but playing new chords or the first eight Chord Triggers while the 
arp is latched and running as well – and it can take a bit of practice! We may be able to improve 
this in a future release. 
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About Scenes 

Each Performance is capable of storing up to 32 Scenes - a Scene being the settings of the 16 Real-
Time Controls in each of the seven RT Control Layers. Scenes provide completely different variations of 
the groove and demonstrate KARMA’s ability to radically alter the note generation parameters in real-
time. 
A KARMA Performance has seven 
Real-Time (RT) Control Layers: a 
Master Layer, plus one for each of 
the six KARMA Modules. 
Each of the six Module Control 
Layers contains 32 Scenes, and each 
Scene stores the settings for:  

• 16 KARMA Real-Time Controls 
(RTC) that can modify only that 
Module’s music generation, 
comprised of: 

• 8 KARMA RTC Values 
(continuous, 0~127) 

• 8 KARMA RTC Switches 
(toggle, On/Off) 

The Master Layer also contains 32 
Scenes, and each Scene stores the 
settings for: 

• 16 KARMA Real-Time Controls 
(RTC) that can Modify any of the 
6 Modules that may be assigned 
to it, comprised of: 

• 8 KARMA RTC Values 
(continuous, 0~127) 

• 8 KARMA RTC Switches 
(toggle, On/Off) 

• Track Volumes (continuous, 
0~127) for KARMA’s 8 tracks (6 
KARMA Modules, 2 Keyboard 
Layers) 

• Track Mutes (toggle, On/Off) for 
KARMA’s 8 tracks 

• The Scenes that are selected in each of the Module Control Layers – so when you select a Master 
Layer Scene, it selects one of 32 Scenes for each Module Control Layer at the same time. 

Each Performance includes eight fully voiced and completely different “Scenes” for all six Modules 
(and a few may provide a bonus ninth scene, as indicated in the Performance Notes) – the other 24 
scenes are available to store your own modifications (and are copies of the startup scene). 
Generally, the startup scene when you first load the Performance represents the “basic full groove” 
with a medium level of activity (there are only a few exceptions to this). The general concept is that 
from the startup scene, moving to higher numbered scenes increases the energy and business of the 
groove, and moving to lower numbered scenes decreases the activity and simplifies. The included 
scenes are typically arranged from simpler to busier, with the simplest level of activity in Scene 1 and 
the busiest level of activity in Scene 8 - although in many cases, Scene 7 may be the busiest and Scene 
8 contains a half-time or radically different variation – again, consult the Performance Notes (or your 
ears!)  
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Selecting Scenes 

There are multiple ways to select scenes; here we shall discuss doing it from the application interface 
and computer keyboard, while other documents will discuss using control surfaces and the Motif’s 
Remote Mode. 
As described above, there are seven RT Control Layers. Some of the methods of selecting scenes 
depend on which Control Layer is the current Control Layer. Generally, when you are just starting out 
with the software and want to try out the included Performances and their scenes, you will want to be 
in the Master Layer most of the time. The following diagram illustrates the RT Control Layer selection 
parameters and how they relate to the Scene Matrix Grid and the eight Scene buttons under it: 

The Scene Matrix Grid allows you to select any of the 32 scenes in any of the seven layers, by directly 
clicking on a cell in the grid. The eight large Scene Buttons below it allow you to easily select one of 
the first eight scenes in the current Control Layer. You can also use the Scene Menu to the left of the 
eight buttons to select from all 32 scenes in the current Control Layer as well. 
You can also select the first eight scenes, in the current Control Layer, using the keyboard shortcuts: 

Mac:   Ctrl + 1~8 
Windows:  Ctrl + Shift + 1~8 

In addition, new in version 3.2, you can advance to the next or previous scene, or return to the startup 
scene (making it possible to go beyond Scene 8), with the keyboard shortcuts (same for both Mac and 
Windows): 
 Ctrl + Shift + <  Previous Scene 
 Ctrl + Shift + >  Next Scene 
 Ctrl + Shift + ?  Startup Scene 
Changing a Scene in the Master Layer selects a new Scene for the linked Module Layers. All six 
Modules independently store their current scene in the top level Master Scene. It can be the same 
scene for each linked Module, or completely different scenes. This allows complete flexibility as to 
which Modules have which scenes in which combinations. For example, Module 1 (e.g. drum pattern) 
could be switched to Scene 5, and Module 2 (e.g. bass riff) could be switched to Scene 8, by selecting 
Master Scene 1. 
For initially playing with the included Performances, stay in the Master Layer and select scenes as 
explained above – all included Performances are configured such that the scenes in each Module line 
up with the Master Scene – for example, selecting Scene 2 in the Master Layer selects Scene 2 for each 
of the six Modules. Later you can experiment with changing these settings – which can provide a huge 
amount of interactivity and additional variations. 
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Generally, most Performances are set to use the “1 Bar” Scene Change Quantize Window setting 
(located to the left of the Scene Matrix Grid) – so that you select the scene change within a one bar 
time window before you want it to occur, and it happens at the correct downbeat. When you select a 
new scene, you will see the new scene button blink red while it is waiting to change. Furthermore, you 
can trigger a Fill, then select a scene change, and it will occur at the end of the fill – as you might 
expect. If you find that one bar is too short or too long, you can individually configure this setting in 
each Performance as desired. 
New in version 3.2: you can also set a KARMA Performance so that selecting a scene change in the Master 
Layer automatically triggers a fill – see “About Fills” below. 
Note: The dedicated Scene Matrix Editor is a large version of the Scene Matrix Grid, for easy selection and 
real-time performance – the two of them are linked and selections made in one are reflected to the other. 

About Fills 

In each Performance, one or more KARMA Modules is set up to act 
as a “fill”, such as a drum fill or a melodic fill that can be triggered 
by KARMA’s Fill Button or external MIDI control. Fills can be useful 
for adding extra musical excitement or human feel to a KARMA 
Performance, segueing between different scenes and parts of the 
song, or even as an intro to start off a performance. 
Multiple methods of ending the fill once it has been triggered are 
provided, such as automatically on a specified bar division, at a 
scene change, at the next chord played, and more. Note that any 
combination of these can be used together so that multiple ways 
of ending the fill can be specified – and whichever one happens to 
occur first ends the fill. 
Typically, only one module (usually Module 6) is used as a fill in a 
performance, but it is possible to use more than one, such as a 
drum fill and a melodic fill that play together. For example, you could have a drum fill and a matching 
syncopated horn riff that play together when the Fill Button is activated. 
In most of the included performances, drum fills are used – however, single melodic fills are also used 
to good effect. For example, in an orchestral performance, the fill button might trigger a harp 
glissando that you can use to lead into another scene. 
Try hitting a fill, and then selecting a new scene in the Master Layer – the scene will change at the end 
of the fill. Additionally, try using the Fill button to start a Performance as an “intro” – there are separate 
settings that control the length of the fill when used for this purpose. 
New in version 3.2, you can also set a KARMA Performance so that selecting a scene 
change in the Master Layer automatically triggers a fill, by using the “Auto” checkbox 
next to the Fill button. When this setting is on, any scene change will automatically 
trigger a fill leading into the scene change. Although none of the KARMA Factory 
Performances are stored this way, you can turn it on and save it in each Performance as 
desired. Note that when using this feature, you may wish to increase the length of the 
Scene Change Quantize Window, to allow for longer fills and selecting the scene change earlier. 
The Fill button can be assigned to the computer keyboard on either F12 or F13. By default it is assigned to 
F13, but if you have a laptop or smaller keyboard you can change this in the Preferences > Workspace Tab. 
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About the Motif’s two Assignable Function Switches 

The Motif’s two Assignable Function Switches 
can be configured to do different things in each 
Performance (Motif XF shown, but all of the 
supported devices have this feature). 
For example, in the first Performance “Industrial 
Strength”, A.Sw2 changes the lead sound from 
a mono sync lead to a vocal pad – and if the 
checkboxes under the buttons are turned on in 
the Performance, the settings can be stored in 
the scene. So you will see that the first 3 scenes 
of Industrial Strength has the vocal pad turned 
on, while the others switch to the sync lead. 
A.Sw1, on the other hand, is assigned to 
transpose the lead sound down by two octaves, and the checkbox is off, so this setting is not stored in 
the scenes but is a “free-floating” real-time control. 
The Performance Notes for each Performance document these settings. 

Synchronization and Tempo-Synchronized Delay Effects 

Nearly every KARMA Performance makes use of tempo-
synchronized delay effects. If KARMA and the Motif are not 
properly synchronized, setting a different tempo on a KARMA 
Performance will not change the speed of the delays, and they 
will be out of sync (and not sound very good). This is why it’s 
important to use the Motif in MIDI sync mode with KARMA 
sending it MIDI Clock. (The Motif XF screen containing this setting 
is shown to the right; consult the Help File for pictures of other 
Yamaha devices.)  
Fortunately, this is auto-configured for you if you followed the 
instructions in the “Installation and First Launch” Tutorial. While each Motif Song/Multi has been 
stored with the correct initial tempo matching the KARMA Performance, it’s better to let KARMA be 
the “master”, and the Motif be the “slave”, at least for your initial experimentations. You should see the 
word “MIDI” (XS, XF) or “EXT” (MOX, MOXF, S70/S90 XS) in the Tempo field of the Motif Song/Multi (or 
“external” when viewing the Tempo Knob setting in the Rack-XS), indicating it is expecting to receive 
MIDI Clock. If the delay effects ever sound out-of-sync to you, check that both the KARMA Software 
and the Motif are set correctly for this. Consult the Sync Chapter of the Help File from within the 
KARMA application for more information. 

About the Function Keys on the Mac keyboard 

If you press [F1] and do not get Chord Trigger 1, but get the image on the screen showing a decrease 
in screen brightness, please read further:  
By default, the function keys on a Mac are set to perform the system functions pictured on the keys, 
such as volume up/down, screen brightness etc. But they are “dual function” keys - you can hold down 
the “fn” modifier key in the lower left of the keyboard to make them work as normal function keys 
(which would then work to play the Chord Triggers etc.) To reverse these so that they work for KARMA 
Mac without needing the “fn” key, you open the System Preferences, choose Hardware > Keyboard & 
Mouse > Keyboard, and then turn on the checkbox named “Use all F1, F2 etc. keys as standard 
function keys,” and then close the System Preferences. The functioning of the keys will now be 
reversed - they will all work normally for KARMA Mac (and other applications), and if you want to 
access the other functions such as volume up/down, screen brightness etc., you use the ‘fn’ modifier 
key at the lower left.  
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Additionally, [F8] and [F9]~[F11] may be configured by default to control the Spaces and Expose 
features of Mac OS X. This can also be handled in the System Preferences dialog, using the sections 
related to Expose and Spaces, or the Keyboard & Mouse > Keyboard Shortcuts section (it differs 
depending which version of Mac OS X you are running). We recommend using the command key as a 
modifier for the function keys to bring up Expose and Spaces; then, the normal function keys can work 
for KARMA’s shortcuts. 
Some of KARMA’s other key shortcuts may also need to be remapped. For example, command + [F5] 
normally turns Voiceover on and off – if you want to use it for KARMA Retriggering, then you need to 
remap it in the System Preferences > Keyboard & Mouse > Keyboard Shortcuts tab. 

What now? 

By now, you should be getting an idea how to select and control KARMA Performances, and can begin 
having some fun with the software! Please consult the tutorials folder for other tutorials (you can 
easily locate it using the “Tutorials Folder” item on KARMA’s Help Menu). Also, be sure to see the Help 
File (Reference Guide) by choosing “KARMA Help” from the Help Menu – especially the “Using This 
Help File” and “Basic Operations” chapters. 
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